
LEARNING MATHEMATICS FROM HOME 

A checklist for watching pre-recorded video lessons 

About this tool: 

Planning, monitoring and evaluating your child’s learning is important for all 

subjects. Your teacher usually supports this in the classroom, but it can be 

challenging to do this effectively when working at home. 

The home learning cycle: 

Planning 

my learning 
Use the checklist on the next page to support you to get the most out of the 

videos your maths teacher is sharing by making sure you are ready to learn 

and to know what to do when you get ‘stuck’. 

 As a parent you can use this checklist to help support your child 
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Evaluating 

my success 

Monitoring 

my progress 
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Primary MATHS HOME LEARNING CHECKLIST 

Planning my learning Monitoring my progress Evaluating my success 

At the end of your learning 
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• Can you explain to someone else at home how you planned, monitored, and evaluated your maths learning today? 

• What might you do differently next time? 
 

After trying the questions 

 

 Once I have had feedback, am I happy with 

how I’ve done? Is it the best it can possibly be? 

 I can have another go if I want more practice, 

or want to improve on my last attempt 

 If I’m really struggling, could I send my teacher 

a picture of my working out so they can help 

me? 

 Could I share my work with a friend or sibling 

for them to check, and could I support them in 

the same way? 

 Is there a trusted friend or adult who I can talk 

to on the phone or online for help and support? 

 Is there any earlier work which I need to revisit 

to support my understanding of this topic? 

 I should plan when to revisit this work—

further practice is important! 

 Am I happy with how I approached the work? Do 

I need to change anything for next time? 

 

After watching the video clip 

 

 Did I fully understand the video explanations? 
 

 Are there any topics linking to this work that I 

need to revisit before I try the questions? 

 Am I confident that I can have a go myself? 
 

 Would it help if I re-watch the video clip a second 

time? I could ask an adult to watch with me again if 

I need support 

 Read through the examples I copied down— check 

I can remember how to perform each step 

 

When trying the questions 

 

 Use my written examples to help me—try to 

remember the steps the teacher took 

 Structure my working out carefully—using the 

example as a template for how it should be done 

 Would it help to re-watch the video as a reminder? 
 

 Stop and think after each question: Have I made 

any obvious mistakes? Does my answer seem 

sensible? 

 

Setting up my learning 

 

 I have a pen, pencil, ruler and rubber 

 

 I have paper to use 

 

 My distractions—such as a tablet or pet—are in 

a different room or have been given to an adult 

 I have enough time to complete the tasks set 

 

 I am in a quiet place, or have headphones, so 

I can concentrate fully 

 

Watching the video clip 

 

 I could make notes as I watch that will help 

me in my independent work or ask my grown 

up to help with this 

 Examples are copied onto my paper so I can 

look back at them later 

 I can pause the clip at any point if I need to 

stop and think 

 

 

 


